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IBM X-Force® Research and Development
Expert analysis and data sharing on the global threat landscape
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The IBM X-Force Mission
§ Monitor and evaluate the rapidly changing threat landscape
§ Research new attack techniques and develop protection for tomorrow’s security challenges
§ Educate our customers and the general public
§ Integrate and distribute Threat Protection and Intelligence to make IBM solutions smarter
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IBM X-Force monitors and analyzes the changing threat
landscape

20,000+ devices

25B+ analyzed

under contract

web pages and images

15B+ events

12M+ spam and

managed per day

133 monitored
countries (MSS)

3,000+ security
related patents

270M+ endpoints
reporting malware

phishing attacks daily

89K+ documented
vulnerabilities

860K+ malicious
IP addresses

Millions of unique
malware samples
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The top security incidents to which the IBM ERS teams responded in
2015 involved fundamental breakdowns in sound security practices

“Onion-layered” security
incidents on the rise

The year of ransomware

Malicious insiders on the
attack

Greater management awareness
of security problems
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An “onion-layered” attack is where where unsophisticated
attacks inadvertently draw attention away from stealthier and
more damaging infiltrations.
Indicators

Impact
AV alerts on Trojans or
hacking tools on Internetfacing web servers

Servers rebooting
unexpectedly or other
unusual behavior.

Resources are spent remediating
the script kiddie attack, while the
stealthy attacker can roam the
network undetected to steal the
“crown jewels”.

Contributing Factors
Suspicious log records.

User lockouts

• Old and unpatched systems
exposed to the Internet
• Clients having little visibility into
their network
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Focusing on network visibility and consistent procedures can
help combat threats from these types of attacks.

Keep systems updated.

Build an internal SOC or outsource to an MSS provider to monitor
security alerts and events
Create operational procedures for responding to common events
like server reboots, account lockouts and AV alerts

Maintain appropriate levels of logging

Periodically perform pen testing exercises
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The most commonly encountered security incident by the ERS
team in 2015 was ransomware.
Impact
Impact varies based on size and
level of preparedness, and ranges
from operational disruptions lasting
days or weeks to a loss of key
intellectual capital causing a
business shutdown.

Contributing Factors
• Not backing up data
• Poor patching procedures
• Lack of user awareness
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Focusing on network visibility and consistent procedures can
help combat threats from these types of attacks.

• Make sure that backups are created and tested
regularly

• Before clicking, everyone should ask
themselves if the source of the email is reliable,
whether the attachment or link was requested
and is valid.

• Use software that checks email headers to help
block phishing attempts and prevent phishing
emails from reaching intended recipients.
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Lack of accountability and bad password policies on privileged
accounts can allow malicious insiders and disgruntled former
employees to wreak havoc on networks.

1. Shared accounts with
administrative privileges.
2. Password sharing between
team members was not
discouraged.
3. Passwords were routinely
set to never expire.
4. Passwords were “easy.”

The actions of a malicious insider
can disrupt normal operations and
cause IT operations to spend
countless hours of troubleshooting
to investigate and fix the issues.

• Lack of accountability
• Shared accounts with admin
privileges
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Remediation of unauthorized RATs is a key step in blocking access
for malicious insider attacks from disgruntled former employees
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Knowledge can’t be stripped from an employee leaving an
organization, but you can minimize the risk of that knowledge
being used for malicious purposes

• Have distinct admin
usernames and
passwords.
• Prohibit password
sharing between
team members
• Closely monitor
usage and the activity
performed by admin
accounts
• Reset passwords
periodically

• All credentials for
an employee
leaving the
organization,
voluntarily or
otherwise, must be
disabled
immediately upon
termination.

• Synchronize network
devices and servers
with a common NTP
• Enable appropriate
logging levels for
servers and network
devices
• Store logs on central
server to avoid
possibility of tampering
• Use a SIEM to correlate
events and enhance
network oversight
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With a number of recent high profile breaches, people in
positions of oversight are asking more questions about their
organizations’ security posture

• Mock tabletop exercises
• Incident response plans
• Enterprise IT risk
assessments
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Indicators of Compromise are digital evidence that suggest an attack
may have occurred

Other login red
flags

Geographical
irregularities

Large numbers
of requests for
the same file

Anomalous
privileged user
account activity

DNS request
anomalies
Unusual
outbound
network traffic
Web traffic with
super-human
behavior

Large HTML
response sizes
Suspicious
registry
changes

Unexpected
system
patching
Mismatched
port-application
traffic

Bundles of data
in wrong places
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The defense-in-depth lifecycle provides a roadmap to hunt for IOCs
and track advanced attackers
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Connect with IBM X-Force Research & Development

Twitter
@ibmsecurity and @ibmxforce

IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence
Quarterly and other research reports:
http://www.ibm.com/security/xforce/

IBM X-Force Security Insights Blog
www.SecurityIntelligence.com/topics/x-force

Find more on SecurityIntelligence.com
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Statement of Good Security Practices: IT system security involves protecting systems and information through prevention, detection and response to improper access from within and outside your
enterprise. Improper access can result in information being altered, destroyed, misappropriated or misused or can result in damage to or misuse of your systems, including for use in attacks on
others. No IT system or product should be considered completely secure and no single product, service or security measure can be completely effective in preventing improper use or access. IBM
systems, products and services are designed to be part of a lawful, comprehensive security approach, which will necessarily involve additional operational procedures, and may require other
systems, products or services to be most effective. IBM DOES NOT WARRANT THAT ANY SYSTEMS, PRODUCTS OR SERVICES ARE IMMUNE FROM, OR WILL MAKE YOUR ENTERPRISE
IMMUNE FROM, THE MALICIOUS OR ILLEGAL CONDUCT OF ANY PARTY.

THANK YOU
www.ibm.com/security
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